
2. Mag Flex Plate Installation tool 
has guide lines, ABCDE and 123.

1. Wipe phone or case surface 
with included wipe before 
applying template.

3. Point pull tab up and make sure Mob 
Armor Logo is positioned the direction you 
want it positioned. Peel down center tab to 
expose the adhesive center of Mag Flex 
Plate. Use letter and number markers to 
find the center of your phone over your 
wireless charging location. 
Note: Mag Safe Cases and Phones will magnetically 
position center. Non Mag Safe devices will require 
alignment template.

4. Hold down center of Mag Flex Plate with 
one hand and peel down and back the sides 
of position template. Double check you are 
centered and aligned than remove template. 
Press firmly with both hands the Mag Flex 
plate to your phone or case. Lets Adhesive 
cure for 10 minutes before use.
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